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The PLASA Awards for Innovation, sponsored by Lighting & Sound International magazine, congratulated 10 worthy winners for the development of technologies and products that advance the industry by demonstrating a new style of thinking, improving technical practice or taking a key step forward in terms of safety. Other award ceremonies held during PLASA London 2013 included the Knight of Illumination Awards, celebrating excellence in lighting design, and the inaugural Technical Theatre Awards, rewarding those unsung heroes behind the scenes in technical theatre roles.



The 4t h a nnua l R igging Confe re nc e w hic h ran a longside PLASA London 2013 on 7- 8 O c t ober was a gre a t suc c e ss, w it h 140 de le ga t e s in a t t e ndance re pre se nt ing 15 c ount r ie s. The c onfe re nc e was ope ne d by a highly e nga ging ke y - not e de livered by indust r y le ge nd R obin E lia s of Unusua l R ig gi ng, a nd for t he fir st t ime e v e r t he e v e nt c overed st r uc t ure s a s w e ll a s r igging issue s, w hic h proved v e r y popula r. PLASA London 2014 returns to ExCeL on 5-8 October 2014.
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hina’s fast growing professional audio and lighting market continues to attract record numbers of exhibitors and visitors to Prolight + Sound Shanghai, one of Asia’s best known professional audio and lighting, event and entertainment technology shows. 444 leading brands from 17 countries and regions showcased their products and technologies at the show when it was held from 10 – 13 October at the Shanghai New Inter national Expo Centre. This was a seven percent increase compared to last year. The exhibition space covered three halls totalling 35,000 sqm. There was a 19 percent visitor increase with the final figure being 23,869. Of these, 22,187 were domestic visitors, a 19 percent increase, and 1,682 were international visitors, an increase of 12 percent compared to last year. The visitors represented 79 countries and regions. Commenting on the show, Ms Fiona Chiew, Deputy General Manager of Messe Frankfurt (Shanghai) Co
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Ltd said: “This year we saw an increased number of visitors who were looking for the latest technology breakthroughs in LED screen panels and other lighting products. They appreciate the fact that Prolight + Sound Shanghai offers the very latest technology which is often available first in China, and that our show is helping to drive industry technology.” Exhibitors and visitors praise the value of the show Exhibitors from China and other parts of the world were keen to praise the value that the show brings to their businesses. Mr Christopher Smith, Director of International Sales and Business Development for US company Samson, one of the leading industry brands and a first time exhibitor, said: “The show is important because in the first few hours of the first day we accomplished more than we could have by phone calls and emails. It’s important, even today, to sit down across the table and talk about new opportunities together. We have met with customers from Azerbaijian and all over Europe and we really feel this is an international show.”



Prolight + Sound Shanghai 10th – 13th October 2013



Shanghai New International Expo Centre, Shanghai, China



Regular exhibitor Leem Products Co Ltd from Korea was happy with what they achieved at the show. According to Ms Truth Leem, representing the International Sales Department, her target customers are mostly the international market. “This year is really good for contacts with more South American buyers interested in our products. They are looking for equipment for big events. We come to the show because it’s really important to meet our customers and we feel that the show is developing every year and getting bigger.” TW Audio from Germany were exhibiting at the show for the fifth consecutive year and were also part of the outdoor Concert Sound Arena (CSA) demonstrations. Managing Director Mr Bernhard Wustner said that China was one of his company’s biggest markets. “The show has played an important role in getting us established in China. W ithout the possibility of being able to exhibit at a show like this we would not get the acceptance from customers. The show plays a big role for us and it gets a lot of business for us. It’s interesting here in Shanghai because you don’t just meet Chinese customers but customers from around the world. We have met a contact who will become our distributor in Vietnam.” Chinese exhibitor Phoenix Audio and Lighting



Technology Limited were exhibiting for the seventh time. Mr Nelson Liu, the company’s General Manager for the Shanghai office, said: “Exhibiting at this show brings us remarkable help. The show is an excellent platform that assembles customers in the whole Eastern China region and from many other countries.” Topled Lighting Electronics Limited from China focuses on high class lighting products and have participated at the show a number of times. Ms T ina Xu, who is responsible for sales, said: “The total condition of the world market for this industry nearly stops growing, only Japanese and Chinese market are still growing fast. Therefore, the domestic Chinese market is also a big target for us.” RGBlink Science & Technology Co Ltd was exhibiting for the third time with its LED video panels. Mr Ben Hu, the company’s Overseas Sales Manager, said: “We increased our booth space so that we could build up strong cooperation with upstream and downstream enterprises.” Other brands at the show included 4-Acoustic, Adastra, AEPEL, Antari, Apora, Audiocenter, Behringer, Beta Three, Biema, Chromateq, Chord,
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Citronic, Clair Bros, Coolux, CREATELED, Dataton, domeprojection.com, Enter Tech, FBT, Global Truss, GTEK, Infiled, K-array, KV2 Audio, Laserworld, LAX, LEEM, Lightlink, Maquinas, Martin Professional, Pangolin, QTX, RGBlink, Samson, Soundking, Sunrise, Superlux, Takstar, TENDZONE, Triple Onda, Verity Audio, VTC and Xilica. This year’s show attracted many international visitors. First time visitor and wholesaler Mr David Velasqvez, Sales Manager for IDIMSA in Guatemala was looking for speakers, said: “The standard of the show is awesome and amazing but at the same time every hall is specific so it is very easy to find what you are looking for. Shows like this are very important otherwise it would be impossible to buy all the things that I need.” Three international visitors were looking for LED screens and lighting products. Mr Farzad Dihlul, Safir Imangardi Novin Co Ltd, Iran, runs a rental business. He said: “I need to find the latest products. I am looking for lighting stages, LED walls and what is new because you have to be the first in business.” Mr Uli Petzold, Managing Director of LMP, Germany, added: “I’m only interested in LED screen and lighting. I found everything. I have been able to talk to everyone and I have got more information than last year.” Mr Johan Gotthardsson, General Manager, Ljudia Sound & Light, a Swedish importer of light and sound products, said that due to energy saving policies of countries such as Sweden, LED products are becoming a big business. “I think this show is great because we can find big companies from not only Asian countries, but also Europe and other areas,” he explained. “It gives us the chance to compare and we can visit the factories that we are doing or going to do business with right after the show. I know that if a new product appears here, then it’ll appear in Europe one year after, so it’s very important for me to pick the products here first.” Chinese visitors were also impressed with this year’s show. Mr Pei Nan Zhang, a Sales Manager for Shenzhen Rexer Audio Co Ltd was visiting the show for the fifth time. “We come here to meet existing long-term partners and to select some new



lighting and audio products. The show helps to further the lighting and audio market while driving the development for every aspect of this industry.” Mr Jumbo Yie, Manager, Solidex (Suzhou) Co Ltd, a loudspeaker exporter, added: “The exhibition provides us a good communication platform and a good bridge for us to find suitable products.” Fringe programmes were a popular show attraction During the four-day period, visitors and exhibitors had the chance to participate in a variety of fringe programmes. The Concert Sound Arena featured an outdoor live line array from 12 leading overseas and local brands. The international brands taking part in The Sound of the World arena were Clair Bros, FBT, KV2, Turbosound and TW Audio and the Chinese brands participating in The Sound of China arena were DE Acoustics, iBO, Regal, Saw, TASSO, WAVK and Zsound. Visitor Mr Gao Feng Wu, General Manager of Beijing JinShan HengFeng Technology Co Ltd, found the arena to be helpful. He said: “I think Concert Sound Arena is very good and the foreign equipment is very attractive, especially two brands and we are considering purchasing these products.” The use of advanced technology in a creative way was on show at the first ever ATMOSPHERE – Visualise the Creation on Stage to visualise the seminar topic: New Media for Exhibitions and Theatres The idea was initiated by Messe Frankfurt, the show organiser and was executed by 24 students from the City University of Hong Kong and the Shanghai Theatre Academy under the direction of Mr Tobias Gremmler, Visiting Associate Professor, School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong and Shanghai Theatre Academy. Visitors to a dome on the show floor found themselves surrounded by a variety of creative images and moods that they could select. Mr Gremmler explained: “The basic idea was that visitors could use an interactive touch table to
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choose different visuals representing different moods and atmospheres. The visitors really liked to play around with this and hopefully they got some inspiration from this.” One visitor who was inspired was Mr Zhi Xue Zhao, General Manager, T ibet Hard Yak Culture Media Co Ltd. He explained: “ATMOSPHERE displays new technology by joining LED screens together to achieve a wider and better visual effect. We would like to apply this new technology.” Visitors also benefited from a variety of product presentations given by AVSL (UK), FBT (Italy), JArl Audio (Taiwan), Superlux (Taiwan), Turbosound (UK) and Xilica (Canada). Mr Neil McDougall, Group Brand Manager, AVSL Group, gave a product presentation entitled ‘W ire-free Operation for Temporary Lighting Installations and Special Events’. Commenting on the presentation, he said: “The room was full and a few people asked questions and some went to our stand to look at our products afterwards. The seminar was good because we could demonstrate our lighting products there.” One of the speakers at the Lighting and Visual Design for TV Production Seminar was Mr Florian von Hofen, Head of Department International Affairs & Communication, VPLT who presented the topic Stage Lighting at the New TV Studios in Germany. He said: “Good fringe programmes and seminars are very, very important for a trade show. This



programme has made the show even better than it was already. For a good production, it has to be a combination between local products and imported knowledge, especially when it comes to content and concepts.” Forum audience member, Mr Jin Hui Yu, Lighting Control Supervisor, Ningbo Grand Theatre said he found the forum information valuable. “The content fits my needs and is closely related to my daily work,” he commented. Other fringe sessions were: • Applications of AV System in the Hotel Industry • Lighting and Visual Design for TV Production Seminar • Nightscape & Stage Lighting Forum • Tech Shanghai Multi-media Technology Showcase Prolight + Sound Shanghai is organised by INTEX Shanghai Co Ltd and Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd and runs concurrently with Music China, Asia’s largest international exhibition for musical instruments and accessories. The next show will take place 8 – 11 October 2014. For further information, please www.prolightsound-shanghai.com or [email protected].



visit email



The show is also a brand event of the annual Prolight + Sound exhibition in Frankfurt, Germany. For more details about the Prolight + Sound fairs, please visit www.prolight-sound.com.
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FACE 2 FACE at



From left to right Mr. Jason Huang, China marketing Dept; Ms.Sassy Song, International Marketing Dept of Big Dipper Laser Science and Technology Co.,Ltd



Mr. Cheng Zhuo, Chief Technical Officer & Founder; Mr. Mark Chan, Director; Ms. Lucy Qi, Deputy General Manager of Shengzhen CreateLED Electronics Co.,Ltd.



Mr. David Xu, Chairman of DJPower Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd.



From left to right Ms. Maggie He, Deputy General Manager of Shanghai LEFEDV Showtech Co.,Ltd - China Distributor for DATATON; Mr. Fredrik Svahhberg, International Marketing & Communications Manager of DATATON AB
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From left to right Mr. Lee Zeming, General Manager of Entertainment Lighting Dept; Mr. Chen Xiaolei, General Manager of Professional Lighting Dept; Guangzhou ACME Show Technology Co.,Ltd



Mr. Neil McDougall, Group Brand Manager of AVSL Group Ltd.



From left to right Ms. Cary Yang, VP of Operation (Asia) Mr. Dirk Linnenweber, VP of Product Design & Marketing of ADELTO Ltd.



From left to right Mr. Derek Liu, Chief Operation Officer of Shanghai Peoplesound AV Science & Technology Co.,Ltd. - China distributor for FBT; Mr. Roberto Mataloni, Export Manager of FBT Elettronica SpA.



From left to right Mr. Peng Yuanguang, Technical Support, Martin Professional (HK) Ltd. Shanghai Office, Mr. Ivan To, Martin Professional (HK) Ltd; Mr. Wang Baotian, Deputy General Manager of Taihe Trading Development Co.,LTD



From left to right Ms. Icy Yuen, Marketing Executive; Mr Alessio Foti, Technical & Marketing Director; Mr. Chris Ho, Sales Manager of DJ Tech Ltd.



From left to right Mr. Detlef Risse, Managing Director; Mr. Rafael Niebling, Events/Marketing of Inline Marketing GmbH Ms. Rebecca Xiao, Sales and Marketing Director of Goldensea Professional Equipment Limited



From left to right Mr. Daivid Zhou, Technical Researcher of R&D Center; Mr. Jingdong Deng, Sales Manager of Guangzhou Hongli Opto-Electronic Co.,Ltd



From left to right Mr. Marco Stuve, General Manager; and Mr. Jack Lee, Executive Assistant to CEO, Global Truss Corp.; Mr. Christmann Thomas, Directeur General Delegue of GEMAR LUMITEC
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From left to right Ms. Sylvia Lee, Director; Ms. Jenny Fang, Sales Director of Lama Vita International Corp.Ltd



From left to right Mr. Justin Perry, Chief Operating Officer of Pangolin Laser Systems; Ms. Judy Wang, General Manager of Worldwide Focus Media Co.,Ltd - the Media Rep for LAVA, Lighting Today in the Greater China; Mr. Alex Dou, Director of Operations (China Market), Pangolin China.



From 2nd left to right Mr. Bartolomeu da Costa Cabral, CEO of Motion/Worldwide; Mr. Jose Maria da Costa Cabral, General Manager/ Stage Engineering of Motion/Worldwide; Mr. Xu YuShao, CEO of Guangzhou Maquinas Iberica Engineering Co.,Ltd.



From left to right Mr. Jonas Li, Vice Manager, Marketing Department; Ms. Chen Chua Hua, Vice Director of Domestic Sales Dept. Behringer Sales Department of Guangzhou Ruifeng Audio Technology Incorporation



Ms. Maggie Guan, Senior Sales Manager from Phoenix Art-Tech (Guangzhou) Co.,Ltd. Mr. Michele Marani, General Manager from Seed Guangzhou Electronic Ltd.
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From left to right Mr. Josep M. Sans, Market Development Manager; Mr. Bill Lee, General Manager of SAE Audio Co.,Ltd.



From left to right Ms. Sunny Wang, Marketing director; Mr. Cao Shan, Vice President of Soundking Electronics & Sound Co.,Ltd Mr. Christopher Smith, Director of International Sales and Business Development of Samson Technologies Corp.



Mr. Barnabas Hung, Vice President of Superlux Inc.



Mr. Peter Er, Bsc(Hons) in MGT-NUID, Head of International Sales of Shenzhen Tendzone Intelligen Technology Co.,Ltd Mr. Xinfeng Zhang, CEO of Beijing ZOBO Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd Mr. Robert Liu, Marketing Manager of UNiKA Electronic Co.,Ltd



From left to right Mr. Chen Yu Lin, Senior Manager of Technical Department, Engineer from Eastern Acoustic Development Ltd; Mr. Cai Jinzhi, business manager of Xilica Audio Design (Asia) Limited; Mr. Lei Chengqing, Area Sales Manager of Yukon Advance Tech International Jan-Mar 2014
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Product



Spotlight



Xperior 15R BEAM By Acmetec Holdings Limited www.acme.com.cn • • • • • • • • • 



Latest LED technology combined with excellent optics and great features DMX Control: 14/17/18 channels Motorized focus through DMX control Smooth 0-100% dimming and variable strobe speeds 12 rotating gobos and 12 dichroic colors and white Triple 8 facet prisms with automatic pan/tilt position correction Flicker-free high power factor and less weight Blue/White LCD display for setup and battery back-up RDA: Remote DMX addressing, DMX address can be remotely set up by universal controller • Easy calibration and maintenance by magnetic home positioning • Low heat ensures with long life span • Applications: Ideal for concerts, stages, theatres, TV studios, rentals and fashion shows and more



Expedition Express By S amson Technologies samsontech.com • • • • • • • • • • • 



Portable PA with Bluetooth Battery powered (lasts over 10 hours), weighs 10 pounds Can be paired with a smartphone, laptop or tablet Delivering pristine, full-range sound Employs a two-way speaker design with a six-inch woofer and a one-inch high frequency driver Unit also features a three-channel mixer with XLR (microphones), 1/4-inch (guitar and line-level devices) and 1/8-inch (MP3) input options Has a link output to cascade multiple systems together A master two-band EQ (bass and treble control) to tweak your sound to appropriately match your specific setting and audience Extremely lightweight, offers a convenient integral top carry handle inter nal rechargeable battery for over 10 hours of use, let you bring the Expedition Express anywhere Applications: Perfect for parties, presentations and classrooms



CXV2.1 Active Speaker System By Citronic www.citronic.avsl.com • A complete mini PA system comprising of an active subwoofer, two passive mounded speakers and accessories • Stereo combo and RCA inputs on the sub control panel are routed to the amplifier section, giving a sub and stereo output with a combined power of 500Wrms • The option to add two additional satellite speakers to the standard system, increases the versatility of the CV2.1 further • 1 x 10” active sub • 2 x 8” satellite cabs • 2 x speaker stands included • 2 x speaker leads included • 500Wrms total output • Applications: A very manageable and portable system for performers, dance instructors, DJs and public speakers operating in small to medium sized venues
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Spotlight



Dataton WATCHPAX By Dataton AB www.dataton.com • Dedicated, performance-optimised media player for Dataton WATCHOUT multi-display shows • WATCHOUT license pre-installed • Plug and play. No configuration or tweaking ensures maximum ease of use • Slim and compact (127 x 148 x 22 mm) • Unit easily fits on or behind flatscreen displays, keeping it close to the display source and avoiding long, expensive video cables • Hardware-accelerated video playback (H.264) • Resolutions up to 2560x1600 (WQXGA), Mini DisplayPort connection • Solid State Disk, 64 GB as standard • Low power consumption and active cooling give installation benefits. • Two-year warranty • Applications: Streamlined solution for events, conferences, meeting rooms, theatre and television productions, digital signage, multi-room installations.



PQM series By SAE Audio Co., Ltd. www.saeaudio.com



• 4 channel high-end power amplifier • Stabilised SMPS power supply, constant output level even on AC power fluctuations • Class I power modules topology, high efficiency and superior sound quality. • Up to 1200W/2Ω per channel on the PQM8 model and 2500W/2Ω per channel on the PQM13 model • Input sensitivity selector, 0.775v/1v/1.4v • Stereo, Bridge and Parallel working modes • Highly bright front panel display, channel dedicated dB meters and LEDs for working mode, clipping, constant VHF, overheating and protection • Channel input XLR link connectors for amplifier stacks, Neutrik SpeakON output connectors APPLICATIONS • Touring or installation applications requiring a stable amplifier with high power density and excellent sound quality • Convenient for driving line array speaker systems where multiple channels are required • Suitable for venues with AC power fluctuations



Curtain Call By Global Truss Corporation www.globaltruss.cn



• Popular in Europe and Australia • It is good for small & medium-sized activities, such as welding, product launches, private parties, exhibitions, room partition and more • The surface is shiny due to special surface treatment • It is scalable and removable, quick and easy to assemble • Size is more flexible, meets a variety of customer needs • It is very convenient for transportation due to its light weight and small volume
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Product



Spotlight



COB-LB045RGB Series for Stage Lighting By Honglitronic www.en.honglitronic.com • • • • • • • • • 



Patented Product 30W/70W class high-power RGB LED Individually addressable Red, Green, Blue Available in full color, fully dimmable Innovative 3 in 1 Triangular RGB chip layout, independently controllable light mixture of 3 primary color is achievable Rich color, high brightness, even light distribution, soft and continuous lighting Excellent thermal management RoHS compliant Applications: LED moving head light, PAR light, spotlight, stage and studio lighting, architectural lighting, indoor illumination, hotel lighting



DPA880AMT Automix Matrix By S eed Asia Ltd www.marani.com.cn • 8 input x 8 output Matrix for conference systems • Fully remote controlled via USB connection or RS485 control for net configuration • Provides powerful auto mixer functions quickly and dramatically adjusts the microphones’ input signal levels automatically • Lowers the hiss, reverberation and other noises that occur when several microphones operate simultaneously • Provides the Priority Ducking process, allowing the user to assign one of the eight available microphones inputs priority over the others • The dynamic process of each output channel is left to a powerful RMS Compressor • Master Input Gain and Master Output Level controls are available for simultaneous control of all inputs and outputs • Four switches are available for the On/Off control of remote devices • Application: Conference room



TYCHO 1212CA Digital Audio Processor By Shenzhen Tendzone Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. www.tendzone.com • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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12 input by 12 output Built-in amplifier (4 x100 watts) that can directly drive the speakers on High-performance floating-point DSP processing chip Built-in echo cancellation module and feedback elimination module, enabling video conferencing and telephone conference noise reduction Built-in amplifier module, which supports dual channels UHF wireless microphone Automatic gain, automatic mixing functions M-LAN, RS-232, RS-485, Programmable GPIO and many other control ports 24 bit/48kHz A / D, D / A conversion, with sampling rates up to 96kHz, easy access for telephone coupling and conference calls Built-in automatic camera tracking capabilities, with RS-485 camera port, easily fulfilling video conferencing Supports up to 8 groups of scene presets, user-friendly operating software interface, can work on a 32bit/64bit, windows 2000 / XP / windows 7 Every Output channel is equipped with 8 band parametric EQ, delay, crossover, high and low pass filter and limiter (speaker management) Other functions, such as feedback and echo cancellation, are also built in to ensure high-quality sound Applications: Small to medium professional telecommunication conferencing
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Spotlight



SF (Slim Flex) SERIES By Guangzhou M aquinas Iberica Engineering Co., Ltd www.maquinas.com.cn • Small, light weight • Easy to install • The S3 technology (Safe, Self Sliding) is based on a self-sliding drum, which assures that the angle of the steel wire in relation to the drum axle and the angle between steel wire and the direction pulleys is always 90º during movement • Extreme noise reduction, high security levels and strong, enduring cables



CAMFO® fazer-F4 By LamaV ita www.lama-vita.com • A powerful digital effects machine with five angles for mechanical piloting • Intelligent and versatile (haze, smoke and fan) functions • F4 6L direct replacement tank and siphonage theory applied liquid supply to save each drop of liquid and to assure a smooth and continuous liquid supply that will last a minimum of 27 hours • CAMFO® fazer F4 advanced thermal management system (needs 55 seconds warm up time) • F4-6L is a smoke liquid compliant with MSDS to assure a pure white, non-toxic, odourless and long air stay smoke effect • Application: Shows



AirWave-M By Shenzhen CreateLED Elec tronics Co., Ltd. www.createled.com, [email protected] • Sleek body shape is designed to flex at a 36-degree angle with every angle having 6 degrees and a minimum diameter of 800 mm • Excellent SMD quality that comes in various pixel designs • Offers a brightness of 4500 nits • Could light the way for most projects involving malls, car shows and other outdoor related venues • Front panel LED offers a waterproof rating of IP65 • Back panel offers a rating of IP54 • Equipped with five docking pins on the top for easy top mounting • Comes with a four-spring loaded quick locking system, offering the end user a fast and convenient way to assemble or disassemble the product • Back panel has the sleek curved handle designed for balanced handling



CoboBar-VT3004 By Adelto Ltd [email protected], www.adelto.com • • • • • • • • • • • • 



High-Power RGB LED linear chase blinder LEDs in chip-on-board technology CDA Current Drive Array Technology S2L with AGC PDM modulation Power supply 100-250VAC 4x20W triLEDs Each LED panel+-10°tur nable IP20 rated PowCon connectors for AC-In and AC-Out Multi-bracket for wall/ceiling mounting and tripod mounting Usage Area: Entertainment venues
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Spotlight



Vertus MLA Linearray By FBT www.fbt.it • Based on the combined mechanical/digital control of directivity • An aesthetically non-intrusive vertical column • Control of full-range directivity from the lower frequencies (depending upon the length of the column) up to and over 15KHz • Elevated SPL • MLA system features a RS-485 network connection for total control through PC (with FBT USB-RS485 Converter) and dedicated software • The modularity of the system allows for the construction of a column composed of a maximum of two MLA801a modules and 3 ML608A modules for a total of 4000W and a minimum frequency control of 100hz



HD681 EVO Professional Monitor Level Headphones By Superlux Inc. www.superlux.com.tw



• High quality headset with rich bass, crystal clear high resolution and accurate sound field positioning • A new, more slender shape and an improved smoother, more neutral, treble tone • Easily meets the requirements of stage and studio professionals for a high-quality sound in monitoring headphones • 50 mm large-diaphragm speaker unit to reproduce accurate sound and large dynamic • Aural design provides natural sound, able to maintain a comfortable feel during prolonged use • Self-adjusting headband provides the best fit • Extra velvet ear pads are included • Optional two colors: black and white • Type: Dynamic, Semi-open • Sensitivity: 98 dB SPL (1mW) • Frequency Response: 10-30,000 Hz • Maximum Power: 300 mW • Rated Impedance: 32 Ω (copper-coated aluminum wire) • Detachable 1-meter (3.3 ft.) & 3-meter (9.8 ft.) straight, single-sided • Applications: Studios, home recording



Terbly PT189 Beam By G oldensea www.terbly.com • Philips Platinum 5R light source provides an exceeding brightness output based on an advanced optical system • Advanced moving system with fast, stable and quiet movement • Automatic focus and strong, sharp beam effect with tight beam angle of three degrees • Variable flashes from1-13 and 0~100 per cent full range dimming • Eight rotating prisms with positioning function for creating special effects • Remote DMX addressing, lamp on/off, reset, sound control switch by controller • Fan automatic control function: According to the airframe temperature, the fan will automatically adjust its speed, in order to achieve reasonable cooling and reduce the noise • A tiny shape • Suitable for concerts, theatre, television programme and other staging events
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Spotlight



M6™ Lighting Controller M ar tin Professional (HK) Ltd. www.martin.hk, www.martin.dk The M6 is a state-of-the-art lighting console that functions as a highly advanced visual control surface. Designed to control everything from conventional and moving lights to the most advanced media server, the M6 has been designed for today’s demanding multimedia shows and tomorrow’s challenges. Based on the well-proven M-Series software platform, the M6 provides users the ultimate control surface for fast programming and extensive playback control all from one console. Incorporating the latest available technologies with an industrial multi-core processor, solid-state drives and custom-designed high-brightness touch screens, the M6 is capable of delivering up to 64 DMX universes directly from the console’s network ports without using costly exter nal processors. • 2 x Positionable BriteTouch™ widescreens (sunlight readable, multi-touch) • 2 x Exter nal DisplayPort touchscreens up to 1920x1080 per output • FastTouch™ 3.5” touchscreens • 1 x LiveBlender™ split T-Bar with 8 x FastBlend™ RGB buttons • 1 x Dedicated dimmer wheel • 10 x Motorized playbacks with LCD displays and 4 customizable buttons • 10 x PlayPairs™ buttons with LCD displays • 12 x Sub Playback faders and 12 x Sub Playback buttons • Show-ready boot up in under a minute • Up to 64 DMX universes directly from the console network ports • Applications: Stage, concert, theatre, television



LE12N By Soundk ing Elec tronics & Sound Co.,Ltd. www.soundking.com • A three way line array (50Hz-20KHz frequency) • Consists of two 76mm HF compression units, four 6.5inch MF units and two 12inch LF units to provide sufficient headroom & high SpL to volume ratio and to reduce the weight • LE212N adopts dual 500W 12 inch cone LF units for MF/LF section, four high sensitivity 6.5inch MF units for MF section which uses phase plug to improve directivity and sensitivity and decrease unit distortion and create a fat wave plane • The HF section adopts two 76mm composite diaphragm compression unit • The wave convertor changes dome wave into plane wave to decrease HF interference and to improve sound clear ness, combining with a 90-degree constant directivity hor n to form a even wave plane • The trapezoidal enclosure keeps the loudspeakers close to the most extend to reduce ineffective sound area • The angle of each enclosure can be adjusted zero to eight degrees with one degree for one time • The aluminum suspension system provides 0°- 8° adjustment for various applications • Grille with hex-hole increases the sound penetration • Red painting finish is designed for durability • Handle provides convenience for transportation • Big power and high sound pressure • 90°(-6dB) horizontal mid & high frequency controlling angle • Build-in precise aluminium alloy fast-hanging component • Cabinet adopts high quality plywood; its surface is protected with solid black galaxy paint • Applications: Tours, stadiums, theatres, auditoriums
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SPECIAL



feature



INTERVIEW



Benjamin Fritsch,



CEO of VIOSO



In recent years, we have seen a variety of projects that make clever use of projectors to carry out creative and innovative projections. Formerly used as mere screening tools in educational institutions and offices, these projectors have been given a new lease of life, as they become a key component in creating beautiful visual art displayed on large public spaces and unconventional surfaces. LAVA magazine spoke with Benjamin Fritsch, the CEO of VIOSO – a German company he and a colleague, Emanuel Züger, founded in 2007 that specialises in multi-projector setups and media server technology – to find out more about the art of projection mapping, and where he and the rest of the VIOSO team intend to go within this burgeoning industry.



First off – tell us about VIOSO. What are its goals and objectives? When we started VIOSO about six years ago we were looking for a smarter way to deal with multiple projectors and unusual projection surfaces. We developed different camera-assisted automatic projector calibration methods. Over the years we introduced this and further technologies in different software products enabling a wide range of multiprojector solutions. Our software solutions are used around the world to do some really amazing setups not possible without our technology. How have you been involved in the development and growth of the company since its inception? A study colleague and I actually got to know these technologies at the university. After using it by ourselves for projects, we received an immediate demand from the PROAV market and decided to found VIOSO. Since then, it has been a long way from the start with only a few multi projector installations and today’s hundreds of installations around the world. VIOSO grew to 10 people and I am looking forward to expanding this company.
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There is a growing trend of projection-based projects in recent years. Why do you think this is so? Projectors have a great advantage: up till now it is the only device that can produce an image bigger than itself. And it is not “bound” to a fixed space. It can be used in a flexible manner; for example, the projections on public spaces or creation of big-sized images. The recent introduction of affordable good projectors and multi projection technologies made a lot of creative projects possible that are far away from the classic “boring” usage of a class-room projector. What are some of the advantages of using projections? It is the flexibility in size, shape and resolution that is really the advantage against panel technology. And no other display technology creates such an appealing image in my opinion. In your experience, what are some of the challenges of using projections and how did you overcome this? Well, you need to have the right tools to use it. Most of the projectors introduced to the market in the past were simple – not “smart” devices, and you need software like our tools to enhance the power of it, for example, flexible image warping or blending. Still, “light output” is the main challenge but using more projectors gives you more answers to this problem. There are still some technical boundaries, such as sharpness and colour uniformity, but the newer projectors are becoming much more advanced at these aspects.
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“



PROJECTORS HAVE A GREAT ADVANTAGE: UP TILL NOW IT IS THE ONLY DEVICE THAT CAN PRODUCE AN IMAGE BIGGER THAN ITSELF. AND IT IS NOT ‘BOUND’ TO A FIXED SPACE.
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“



I will always remember seeing one of the first projection mapping projects: I got really emotional – a reaction I see a lot of times from people at such events.



“
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All photos courtesy of Vioso GmbH



It’s understandable that clients can be demanding, especially when it’s a high-profile project. So how do you manage your clients’ expectations and ensure that they end up satisfied with the finished project? I think it is all about a proper line of communication. Especially with big projection projects you may get unrealistic challenges – for example, projecting on glass, so proper pre-testing (paid!) should be part of every high profile project. It is important to involve the client as soon as possible especially in the most crucial part of every project: content. What is your favourite/most memorable projection-based project to date? Why? I just love the outdoor mapping projects from the artists at Urbanscreen (urbanscreen.com) using our technology. Next to being one of the first players on the market to introduce projection mapping, I admire their idea of putting strength on the artistic side rather than on the effects side. I will always remember seeing one of the first projection mapping projects: I got really emotional – a reaction I see a lot of times from people at such events. What are some of the key products that Vioso has developed? And looking ahead, what other types of technologies and concepts does Vioso intend to develop? We developed multiple solutions for automatic warping and blending. One solution we are very proud of is “VIOSO Anyblend”, since it integrates the technology directly in a windows7 system, allowing multiple creative applications. The other thing I am proud of is “W ingsVIOSO”, which is a really nice media server. For the future, we are working on fully automatic projection mapping technologies so artists will have not to focus on the technical side but just great content – our tools will do the rest.



How does Vioso intend to strengthen its presence in the global market, especially in the face of growing competition? It is all about finding the right partners. To date, we have achieved 85 per cent of our tur nover outside of our home market with strong partners like Real-World Connection in Singapore. We are flexible in terms of traveling and, as there are wonderful software tools for remote assistance, it is really a great joy to work around the world. We almost never deal directly with the end-customer so we are working with system integrators and are always looking for new partners. What other trends within the projection industry do you think will emerge in the years to come? And where do you see the future of professional projections? There will be a lot of development on the media server side and I expect to see a lot of interactive real time software solutions soon. On the projectors side the new light technologies and flexible light amount models will definitely allow new possibilities – projectors are becoming “smarter” devices. Looking ahead, where do you see Vioso headed? What is its future plans? Further expansion, more R&D, etc.? We will try to focus on what we can do best – develop new technologies to empower creative projects. And I will continue to encourage everybody to take a look at the new chances for projection: the possibilities are there – use it!
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Centennial Spectacle T



horsten Bauer went straight for the heart, rather than the intellect, of Rice University. So when he saw the Spectacle writ large for the first time, even the German artist shed a tear. “We wanted to make it an experience for the audience,” he said. “It’s not as much about teaching them as it is about touching them.” As creative director and co-founder of URBANSCREEN, Bauer led the artists and technicians from Bremen, Germany, who designed the light and sound show that brought Lovett, Sewall and Herzstein Halls, the cor nerstones of the university’s Academic Quadrangle, to stunning life for a series of performances during Rice’s Centennial Celebration. Thousands experienced the awe-inspiring performance over three perfect autumn evenings inside the quad – and outside.
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The URBANSCREEN team flew to Rice, its first American client, charged with creating an event that would tell the story of the university’s first century to the extended community of students, faculty, staff, alumni and visitors attending the extensive series of events the campus hosted during the Centennial Celebration. The artists’ strategy was to let Rice’s distinctive architecture do the talking. “Our first question was, ‘Who is telling this story?’ We decided the architecture itself is the only living witness to the entire history,” Bauer said. “The images come from the inside of the building to the outside for a few seconds, and then go back.” For the three-segment production, the team created a three-dimensional video keyed brick-by-brick to the buildings. “We think of a building as a diva, because it demands so many things,” said T ill Botterweck, an URBANSCREEN art director. “(Lovett Hall) was even more of a diva.” W ith no white projection surfaces save for the covered Sallyport and several well-placed window screens, the or nate building presented many challenges. For one, Bauer said, the team’s original production drawings were based on architectural plans that go back to Rice’s beginnings. When they came to Rice for the show, they discovered Lovett Hall’s construction crew did not always adhere to the plan. “They were a few inches off here, a few inches there, but we were able to adjust,” he said.
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From the beginning of the process, the owl served as an inspiration. Bauer’s imitation of an owl, as he described his ideas during his initial meeting at Rice, convinced the Spectacle committee URBANSCREEN was right for the job, said Molly Hipp Hubbard, Rice’s art director and committee co-chair. “We fell in love with them at that moment, because we knew they got it. We knew they would be able to get Rice completely, and engage and integrate all the stories.” At the start of the show, the sound of the owl’s flapping wings – ultimately created with a wet towel waved in front of a microphone – grew out of a prairie soundscape. The owl circled and dropped a feather at the Sallyport, where the Rice Institute took root. A fanciful opening revelation of the architectural details served as a segue to the main segment, in which the artists bent the architecture to their will as the buildings revealed the university’s colorful history, with each decade in tur n crackling to life. “This is not like a PowerPoint presentation,” Bauer said of the art form his company refers to as “lumentecture”. “There are often many things happening at the same time, bubbling up, falling to the surface and disappearing again,” he said. “We created the visuals to reflect the design principles of the decades they represent.” The surround soundscape enticed viewers to look this way and that, ensuring that one could not see everything in a single viewing, and probably not even multiple viewings. Bauer and the URBANSCREEN team had been stealing in and out of Rice for a year to plan the nearly 20-minute show that not so much told the history of Rice to audience members as folded them inside it. The 270-degree projections were a first for the company that has wrapped a number of buildings in fanciful animations, most notably the Sydney Opera House earlier this year. The committee that also included Centennial Director Kathleen Boyd, Senior Project Manager Kathy Jones and Associate Vice President for Development Kevin Foyle set a baseline of historic events that had to be part of the performance, based on Public Affairs’
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centennial banners that line the Inner Loop. Otherwise, Bauer said: “We collected tons of photos and tons of text, read all the books about the history of Rice and ended up with a huge amount of information that was far more than we could use.” In fact, Bauer used an astounding 30,000 photos during the five shows and one unplanned encore. Editing the images to fit the buildings’ facades took months, with tests viewed in the company’s computers and on a small mockup of the quad. W ith a projection that measured, in technical terms, 10,000 pixels wide and 2,000 pixels high, there was plenty of room for Bauer to maneuver as he oversaw the flow of artwork in two- and three-dimensions, matching it to the electronic score that was also composed and produced by the company. “It was the most challenging production for URBANSCREEN so far because of the amount of content, the number of effects, the ratio, the resolution and also because our partners here were very diverse, there was no one art director from Rice confronting us; there were many cooks – intellectual cooks. But I liked it, because everybody gave their input, they put things on the table and then they took their hands away. They really trusted us,” he said. The German crew traveled to Houston for centennial week with only data – 800 gigabytes’ worth – as their cargo. The rest of the gear was leased from Houstonbased LD Systems, a lighting-and-sound production company started and still operated by Rice alumnus Rob McKinley ’81. The company built and installed the unique two-stage mask that occluded the Sallyport without blocking traffic, and also provided the 12 20,000-watt projectors and the immersive sound system. Sound was most critical to what Bauer called the show’s epilogue, when history had caught up to the present day. “Our decision was to swap the narration line from the visual in the 100-years part to the auditory,” he said of the segment that features the layered voices of dozens of Rice students coming from
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every direction. All the while, at first slowly and then in massive waves, bricks of light flow around and about the arches that support the three buildings. Rather than a visual representation of buildings and plans, Bauer said the finale, representing the future, “is built out of the wishes, fears and hopes of the students of today.” He conducted 12 hours’ worth of interviews for the collage that concludes the show. The segment was inspired by a comment President David Leebron made early in the process. “He said in one interview, ‘You know, Rice is one of the last refuges of people whose ambition is to change the world’,” Bauer recalled. “As I worked more and more with Rice, I saw this more clearly. This changed me. This kind of inspiration is the fire in this community, and I found that in every interview I did.” The light may have faded, but the fire remains. “As I left the architecture lecture, I heard two students talking in the quad as the projection tower was coming down,” Hubbard said. “One of them looked at it and said, ‘I can’t believe that it’s gone. I’ll never be able to look at Lovett Hall the same way again’.”



Centennial Spectacle Credits Text by Mike Williams All photos courtesy of Urbanscreen Premiered on the 11th October 2012 Additional performances on the 13th and 14th October. Duration: 20 min



Documentation Director: Jonas Wiese On-Site Camera: Jonas Wiese, Julian Hoelscher, Till Botterweck Mock-up Camera: Simon Denecke Edit: Jonas Wiese



Creative Director: Thorsten Bauer Art Director: Max Goergen, Till Botterweck, Julian Hoelscher, Jonas Wiese 3D Designer: Peter Pflug, Moritz Horn Music: Jonas Wiese (soundcloud.com/jonaswiese), Thorsten Bauer Sound Designer: Jan Fels (e-bergmann.de), Jonas Wiese Mock-up: Simon Denecke Production Manager: Manuel Engels



Technical on-site provider: LD Systems (ldsystems.com) Commissioned by: Rice University (rice.edu), President David W. Leebron Centennial Commission Co-Chairs: J.D. Bucky Allshouse, Teveia Barnes, Janice Doty Spectacle Committee Co-Chairs: Molly Hipp Hubbard, Sarah Whiting Spectacle Committee Executive Producer: Kathleen A. Boyd Spectacle Committee Project Manager: Kathy Jones Spectacle Committee: Kevin Foyle



Media Engineer: Tobias Wursthorn (im-en.com) Technical Director: Sven Rolfes



Media-Engine support: WINGS VIOSO (avstumpfl.com) Mock-Up projector support: EPSON (epson.de)
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MegaDome42 @ Asiatique



Location: Bangkok, Thailand Event Type: Engagement Party & Corporate Function Designed and built by Oracle Projects International All photos courtesy of Oracle Projects International MegaDome42 Quick Facts • • • • • • • • 



Fireproof Category 1 hurricane resistant Unique projection skin 48 hours setup 15-year lifetime Permanent building code certified. USA, Canada, Europe. Digitally controlled Professionally engineered



Floor Size: 1,385m 2 Height: 21m Diameter: 42m Capacity (pax) Seated Theatre: 1,250 Seated Dinner: 850 Standing Cocktail: 1,750 Standing Party: 2,800
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The Objective Of The Project Two events were held in the dome: one was to celebrate a lavish engagement party and the other was a corporate function to commemorate a company’s anniversary. The main highlighted (though private) event was the engagement party. Firstly, the client wanted an outdoor venue that could accommodate a minimum of 800 guests comfortably. Secondly, the venue had to be capable of accommodating a sizable dance floor and a medium-sized concert stage. But the most important deciding factor was: the client wanted a venue that could realise their ‘Spanish & Bollywood’ theme visually. The projection dome venue was a perfect fit. The MegaDome42, boasting 1,385 square metres of floor space with a 360-degree immersive projection surface, fit the requirements. It was the perfect balance between space and function. Planning: Production & Custom Content Creation W ith all the projection power of the dome, the next crucial production was Custom Content Creation. No one understood the dome surface better than Oriental Projects’ in-house content production team, which was tasked with developing the content for the event from storyboard to final output. A total of 21 cinema projectors were used; the sequences had to be meticulously planned as the final resolution of the video wrapping the dome neared two million pixels.
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The Process Of Carrying Out The Project The total production took three months. It took about a month of planning and the rest was focused on the execution. In delivering the event, the team consisted of two main departments that worked independently yet in constant coordination with each other. The first team was Technical or Hardware, which managed the dome physically; from small parts, steel joints, revolving doors, up to the giant dome membrane. The team was led by dome specialists with decades of experience in erecting the dome from a flat surface to a fully functional certified temporary structure. They were supported by trained crewmembers. The second team was Software, which included the inhouse Content Creation production team. In bringing the dome environment to life, the content leads worked back and forth with the client, artists and performers to creatively represent the visual aspect of the event. The team also consisted of a dome-mapping specialist who put together the final show. The production work started out with the Planning Phase that involved site surveying. The site plan (CAD) involved numerous revisions to plot out each and every single feature of the site with the dome plotted. Important facilities such as power source location and
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basic amenities would influence the final layout. This was crucial in calculating the cables’ length, emergency exit pathways, traffic control and contingency plan. After the site plan had been finalised, the interior layout of the dome was designed. A lot of effort was put into plotting the seating arrangements, stage direction and dance floor area to work seamlessly with the projection system, media servers and control/ console area. Concurrently, the Content Creation Team started its own planning phase involving storyboards, simulation and previews, followed by 2D and 3D animation development. After all the planning was finalised, the Technical team would take over the site and start mobilising personnel and equipment in preparation for inflating the dome. Once the dome had been inflated and digitally monitored via the proprietary blower management system, the interior layout fabrication would start along with the projection system setup. On the flipside, once the animation development was completed, the Content Creation Team started the time-consuming processor and RAM-intense phase, which was the rendering of composition. It was then followed by a formatting and encoding process that
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would ensure the output video files were fully compliant with the projection-mapping playback. Finally, the show programme was put in order after completion of video alignments and mapping. Next were the rigorous rehearsals to ensure all parties were synchronised and time coded. Challenges Faced The first was the planning phase. Since the project comprised of multiple production teams from multiple countries, designing the best site plan and interior layout was the most fundamental part in eliminating unnecessary risks and to guarantee proper site management. The second challenge for Oriental Projects was the collaboration with various inter national teams with different sets of production scope and their own set of production lingo. Nevertheless, being an inter national player, Oriental Projects was more than ready to adapt to such an environment as it always considered communication a “crucial yet fun” challenge.



The Types Of Equipment Used For The Project • 360-degree Video Projection Dome Venue • 15K Cinema Video Projectors • Media Servers • Mapping Software • Networked Render Farm (Custom Content) Company Overview Oracle Projects Inter national is an inter nationally renowned entertainment and multimedia show designer and producer. It specialises in delivering complete customised tur nkey solutions for world class highly acclaimed special events, permanent installations and landmark attractions around the world. Its proprietary 360° Video Projection Dome Venues has revolutionised the events and entertainment sphere. Over the past 15 years, it has successfully deployed new media technologies by integrating the latest digital and entertainment technologies into high impact spectacular artistic expressions onto a multitude of large-scale canvases and challenging environments.
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DARK MATTER The World’s First AniMotion Video Mapping Artwork
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Ar tists Maria Rud - Fine ar tist and painter Ross Ashton - Guinness World Recordholding projec tion ar tist and designer from The Projec tion Studio D avid Heath - Composer and flautist Fay Fife - Lead singer of The Rezillos DJ D olphin Boy – Producer and DJ







Sponsors Panasonic UK - Projec tion and cameras A nagram - S ound, power and logistics Pulsar - Lighting











Photo Credit The Projec tion Studio
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rojection and digital art specialist Ross Ashton collaborated with Russian artist Maria Rud to present ‘Dark Matter’ - a dynamic ‘AniMotion’ live performance painting projected in giant format on to the Institute of Astronomy library in Cambridge, UK. The event embraced painting, music and projection mapping - all in one truly magical live experience. It was the world-wide launch of this concept, complete with live music from flautist David Heath, vocalist Fay Fife and DJ / producer Dolphin Boy (Andy Levy). The one-off event also coincided with the launch of the 2014 e-Luminate Festival in Cambridge which in February will celebrate the fusion of lighting and technology to show the city literally ‘in a different light’ - with a fundamental emphasis on eco-sustainability. Ashton was approached by Rud, who had heard about his work and wanted to take AniMotion to a different level. Ashton immediately saw the potential of her painting live onto buildings via projection, bringing the specific texturing of real materials and genuinely handpainted 3D images to cover a surface, plus the raw emotion and edge of images unfolding in front of the audience’s eyes.
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“I am hugely excited about the possibilities – this is a completely new style of live art,” said Ashton. “Analogue quality and rich texturing brings great depth and detail to the work that engages on many levels, and looks absolutely spectacular!” Rud painted directly onto a lightbox. Ashton had devised a way of mapping the building architecture, which he then gave her as her canvas. “As soon as we started to discuss the process, I knew that I could make this work and give Maria the freedom she needed to create her art. It has been a very satisfying intellectual jour ney and I think that the results speak for themselves. Nothing is hidden, the audience are encouraged to watch the painter as she develops and redevelops the work,” said Ashton.
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Before the live show, Rud was able to try out a number of ideas and establish which ones worked the best with the building details and features. They discussed the colour palettes she might use in advance, but on the night, the creation of the final three works rested almost entirely on improvisation.
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Fine artist, Maria Rud, painting. A mini-cam is located directly overhead to live-record the entire painting process.
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During the show, the painting surface was evenly top lit with a mini-cam placed directly overhead, the output of which was fed into a laptop running Millumin - a software originally developed for VJs that can also edge blend, map and has a number of other useful and cool functions. This was fed via the DVI out to a single Panasonic DZ 21K WUXGA projector. The use of live music added synergy to the piece and for ‘Dark Matter’, Maria collaborated with three Edinburgh-based musicians who composed three pieces of music: ‘An Improvisation on Debussy’s Syrinx’ by Heath; ‘The Sound of Sleat’ by Fife and Levy, and ‘Dark Matter’ performed by all three. Said Rud: “By uniting music and painting through the art of projection, AniMotion immerses its audiences in a world of transcendence. By dissolving boundaries between art forms you
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reveal a whole new world and in the process … a new art form.” Panasonic sponsored the event, supplying both the projector and the camera – and are also a major sponsor of the e-Luminate festival. Locally based technical solutions provider Anagram supplied all the other technical production, which included lighting and the sound system. The building – the library of the Institute of Astronomy - provided a fantastic setting, and after this success, it is hoped to be able to produce another AniMotion work on a different building for e-Luminate 2014 – of which Ashton is the Creative Director.
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New Interactive Urban Installation created by Moment Factory Produced by the National Film Board of Canada and Quartier des spectacles
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At a time when cities are looking for new ways to bring life to their streets and public spaces, the interactive Megaphone installation invites Montrealers and visitors to gather downtown to explore the festive side of public speaking. Selected in April 2012, after a call for applications by the National Film Board of Canada and the Partenariat du Quartier des spectacles, Megaphone was chosen to occupy the Promenade des Artistes in the heart of Quartier des Spectacles, from September 4th to November 4th. Megaphone is a creation of Moment Factory, directed by Étienne Paquette. Megaphone was created as a mouthpiece to let Montrealers’ voices be heard - loud and clear! Inspired by the city’s early 20th-century history of popular assemblies as well as the 19th-century British tradition of the Speaker’s Corner, the installation gives everyone a chance to speak out and air their concerns. Megaphone has three zones: 1. A square bordered by animated containers where anyone can speak out using a megaphone. 2. The façade of UQAM’s President-Kennedy building, with projections of visual effects generated by voice recognition. 3. A “speakers’ walk” which uses a special audio-visual setup to showcase seven key figures who have shaped public space in Montreal with their words.
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Megaphone, an art installation about reappropriating public space through speech, gives everyone an opportunity to join in on the discussion. As participants speak, their voices are transformed, in real time, into images projected onto the façade of the University of Quebec in Montreal (UQAM), leaving their visual “footprint” on the urban landscape. The speaker’s words also are transferred to a voicerecognition system developed by the Computer Research institute of Montreal (CRIM) and specially adapted for Megaphone. A transcription of the words is then used to enhance the visual space as well as feed the database that informs the video content being projected when the megaphone is not in use. This effectively reflects what has been said while providing an overall picture of the sound clips that have been stored.
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CREDITS Producers: Hugues Sweeney (National Film Board of Canada) and Pascal Lefebvre (Quartier des spectacles) Conception and Direction: Alexandre Lupien, Étienne Paquette Production: Geneviève Forest, Marie-Ève Meilleur, Johanna Marsal Artistic Direction: Léa Behr Stage design: Maryline Thibault Interactive Content: Pascal Michel, Sophie Midavaine, Arnaud Spulher, Jacob Dufossé, Marc-André Baril Technology and Innovation: Vincent Pasquier, Guillaume Lévesque, Samir Ounnoughi, Marouane Sahbi, Dominic Audet Sound Editing: Cassidy Lerman Voice recognition System Designer: Computer Research Institute of Montreal (CRIM) Photo Credit: Moment Factory
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CHRISTIE AT TH SINGAPORE’S 48 BIRTHDAY BASH
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Singapore celebrated its 48 th birthday with a larger, more animated display than ever before, serving up a visual feast using 30 Christie ® Roadster HD20K-J and Christie Roadster HD18K 3-chip DLP ® projectors as well as four Christie Spyder X20 video processors to display a slew of multimedia highlights, including 3D mapping across the floating platform at Marina Bay. Revolving around the theme “Many Stories… One Singapore”, the show featured a collection of extraordinary Singapore stories told in nine conceptual segments with music, interaction and humor to unite Singaporeans in the nationwide event. Presented in the format of a variety show for the first time, the show segment, which formed part of the National Day Parade (NDP) 2013, spotlighted energetic performances by Singaporeans from all walks of life. This year, the stage was extended eight meters (26 feet) closer to the audience, resulting in a total usable space area of more than 4,600 square meters (59,512 square feet) to house the 6,000 performers. It took 34,000 man hours, 400 tonnes of steel and 150 tonnes of plywood to create the threetier stage.
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Compared to last year, this year’s show increased the use of projection by 25 percent to include other stage elements such as a vivid floor projection on the platform which covered about 60 percent of the entire stage, the largest in NDP’s history. “This year, we aimed to create a completely different world for our audience on the floating platform as we augmented the show segments and made the stage come alive through the use of multimedia,” commented Edward Chen, Chairman of the Communications and Multimedia Committee Lieutenant Colonel (LTC). “This (the use of projection) allowed us to use the floor animations to transform the outlook of the whole stage to support the performance.” The nine segments in the show were Play, Build, Reinvent, Express, Represent, Aspire, Embrace, Love and Party; and each required a different aesthetic treatment. To create a stunning and an engaging visual spectacle, Hexogon Solution Pte Ltd, Christie’s local Business Products partner, constructed 10 projection towers around the stage platform to individually house the triple-stacked Christie Roadster HD20K-J and Christie Roadster HD18K 3-chip DLP projectors. These projectors together with the Christie Spyder X20s were used to create a visually-captivating digital canvas as an “interactive” stage floor. For instance, during the Represent segment, the local athletes came on stage to show off their sporting skills and “interacted” with the animations of a virtual basketball court and a football field projected onto the floor.
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“Even though the projectors were elevated about 25 meters (82 feet) from the ground, the projection height remained a challenge. We did numerous experiments to ensure that each member of the audience could see the floor projections with the pop-up 3D effect that we wanted to achieve,” commented Adrian Goh, Managing Director, Hexogon Solution Pte Ltd. “To overcome the challenge, we had to use massive warping and blending. Christie Roadster HD20K-J’s embedded Christie Twist™ and the Christie Spyder X20 provided us with the flexibility in image warping and edge blending with minimal fuss. Over the years, we’ve been a faithful Christie user as we’re comfortable and familiar with Christie technology and product features.” “It has always been a great honor for us to be associated with national celebrations and this year’s show in Singapore was even more exciting than before as performers interacted with the various multimedia contents to create an engaging experience for the viewers,” said Lin Yu, Vice President, Christie Asia Pacific. “2013 marked the fourth consecutive year that the Singapore NDP used our visual solutions and it was great to see that the use of projection for the event had increased over the last few years with the global popularity of projection mapping technology.”
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Annapolis Summer Garden Theatre Performs With Community All images: Copyright © 2013 Community Professional Loudspeakers



Founded in 1966, Annapolis Summer Garden Theatre (ASGT) is an outdoor community theatre in Historic Downtown Annapolis, Maryland, USA. W ith its all-volunteer staff and actors, ASGT hosts three major productions each season in an outdoor garden setting. While most ASGT productions are musicals, the venue also hosts Shakespeare, improvisation and educational programmes. The outdoor garden setting is pleasant for theatregoers, but it presents ongoing challenges to actors and staff, ranging from lingering afternoon heat and inclement weather to noise from boat engines and horns at the nearby City Dock. Scott McCormick, one of two Technical Directors at ASGT, said the theatre’s previous loudspeakers were not weather-resistant and had to be bagged or removed from the theatre when it rained and after each performance. In addition, they had poor directional control, which contributed to on-stage feedback issues and neighborhood noise complaints. Last summer, McCormick and members of the tech team approached the board of directors with a request for a new loudspeaker system. He wanted to fly the system on a truss that could double as a lighting truss and needed high-performance loudspeakers that were weather-resistant and could be left in place throughout the year. In addition, he wanted good directional control to provide even coverage in the theatre and reduce sound levels in the neighborhood.
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McCormick contacted David McLain of CCI Solutions who modeled the theatre and recommended weatherised Community iBOX model iHP-1226WR loudspeakers for left and right front-of-house, i-212SWR’s for subwoofers and WET W2-228 loudspeakers for stage/foldback monitors. The mains and subs were suspended from the truss at stage left and right and the monitors were suspended behind the mains to cover the stage while minimising their visual impact. The theatre used Shure UHF wireless microphone systems with Countryman headsets. On a typical production, all actors are provided with wireless equipment. The system is powered by QSC amplifiers and uses a Community dSPEC226AN loudspeaker processor for equalisation and loudspeaker management. McCormick said the Community dSPEC was a “joy to work with” and he especially loved the amplifier calibration feature. He plans to use dSPEC presets to set up differing equalisation for weather and humidity changes. McCormick said the modeling was very accurate so that coverage was consistent throughout the theatre and they no longer received neighborhood complaints. When the system was first turned on, everyone loved the sound. “Their jaws dropped,” said McCormick. “Everyone in the theatre can hear clearly and this year’s reviews are all positive about the sound.” He also noted that the stage monitor coverage was greatly improved while feedback was virtually eliminated. One actor commented: “I’ve never been able to hear anything like this on this stage!”
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technical direction company (tdc) for australian naval spectacular
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Achieving the very first projection onto both sides of Australia’s iconic Sydney Opera House and the pylons of Sydney Harbour Bridge was by no means a small challenge for any technology company. Australia was celebrating the first entry of the national Australian fleet into Sydney Harbour one hundred years ago and re-telling the story for The Royal Australian Navy’s International Fleet Review. Imagination Australia was the creative team and producer of the event, which engaged Technical Direction Company (TDC) as their video technology partner. An evening spectacular involved video projection that was combined with stunning fireworks launched from seven warships. There was lighting from 28 land and ship locations plus live action on-board ships, culminating in an aerial fly past from the Royal Australian Air Force. It was a visual feast enjoyed by millions lining the foreshore.
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“The spectacular was created in seven acts, from introducing Australia’s original fleet, through 100 proud years of service to Australia, current capabilities, a moment of reflection for the fallen and a finale to rival Sydney’s New Year’s Eve,” said Heath Campanaro, Project Director at Imagination Australia. “The show was a once in a lifetime project and will go down in history as one of the most inspiring, moving pieces of creativity at this kind of scale.” Digital video projection onto both sides of the Sydney Opera House and Sydney Harbour Bridge pylons was a first. To create such a visual spectacular, TDC spent months on planning and testing with Imagination Australia to design and realise the brightest projection ever delivered. TDC deployed a total of 56 Barco projectors including models FLM-HD20, HDF-W26 and HDQ-2K40 that were positioned at great distances and angles, including projection towers located up to 700 metres away from across Sydney Harbour. It was vital that the projection was visible from all sides of the Harbour, which had not been done before. TDC ensured that the content created by Imagination Australia was managed using Dataton WATCHOUT™ multi-image and display software, and 26 computer
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servers. The proceedings were synchronised by timecode and transmitted across Sydney Harbour using Reidel MediorNet fibre optic media signal distribution and processing. “The project took months of planning and days of painstaking projector alignment and positioning to get every pixel lined up and just right across various projectors,” enthused Olin W inton, Technical Manager at TDC. “Rarely does a project of this epic scale take place in Australia. Our team of projection experts did a great job and we’re very proud of what we’ve delivered,” said Michael Hassett, MD at TDC. The biggest event to happen at Sydney Harbour for years, The Royal Australian Navy’s International Fleet Review was held from 3-11 October 2013. The TDC project team for this event were: Project Manager: Kain Jones Technical Manager: Olin W inton Head Technician: Steve Cain Projectionists: Drew Ferors, Matt Teale, Anthony Pellizzari, Isaac McKenzie Projectionist Assist: Max Rowen, Gareth Marsh Photo Credit: © Technical Direction Company
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Clay Paky at the NATURE ONE Festival NATURE ONE, one of the most important electronic music festivals in Europe, was held once again at the former Pydna missile base, in the Hunsrück area. This year’s motto was “A time to shine”. Although the festival is now nineteen years old, it still looks at its best. The organisers from I-Motion GmbH, based in Mülheim-Kärlich near Koblenz, set up a megaparty on several stages. The open air stage was again entrusted to lighting designer Thomas Gerdon, who used the three brands Lightpower deals with for his lighting design: Clay Paky, MA Lighting and Showline. The show equipment included none other than a grandMA2 full-size, a granMA2 light, a Network Processing Unit (NPU) and a 4Port Node (made by MA Lighting), Clay Paky Sharpy Beams, Clay Paky Sharpy Washes, Clay Paky Alpha Spot HPE 1500s and Clay Paky Alpha Wash 1500s.
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“It is as if Clay Paky Sharpys were made specifically for techno music events,” said Gerdon. “They consume very little power and are so small and light they can be installed easily in any environment. They are also extremely fast, whatever their task. For this reason, you can achieve effects that are hard to produce with other lights. The Sharpy Washes do not come second in anything compared with their brothers. In particular, the CMY colour mixing is faster than the colour wheels of other lights. I think the whole Clay Paky range is the best on the moving light market at the moment!” “The idea of an open air stage assumes you will surprise your guests with a totally different design every year. This year the architecture was strictly rectangular with transverse trusses. It was 26 metres high: the highest ever built for NATURE ONE.” Lighting operators: Rando Lorenz and Rudolf Kraus Media server operators: Matt Finke and T imo Weinhold Laser operator: Jan Eiserlohn BGV C1 hoist operator: Oliver Reinhard On-site technical managers from Schoko Pro GmbH, the company that provided the equipment: Bernd Görgen and Lea Traiser Technical Manager: Jens Diefenbach
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Clay Paky Sharpys’ Colossal Power Dazzles King Kong in Australia Lighting Designer Peter Mumford is using Clay Paky’s powerful Sharpy luminaires to deliver ingenious lighting effects on Global Creatures’ ambitious multi-million dollar production of King Kong in Melbourne. W ith a scenic backdrop that primarily comprises video and lighting effects, Mumford has applied the bright, pure beams of 46 Sharpys in a unique way to create an almost architectural grid effect across the stage. He has also used the Sharpys to convey stunningly realistic gunfire effects as King Kong is shot down from the Empire State Building. At the opening of the show the Sharpys are used to deliver a dynamic web of light, projected into a smoke curtain, which descends from the proscenium as King Kong makes his first entrance.
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All photos courtesy of James Morgan



”A lot of people are using Sharpys in a very similar way but for King Kong Peter Mumford has used them in a completely new way,” says King Kong’s production electrician, Ken Roach. “His big mesh and tangled grid looks are unique and really exciting.” Mumford explains: “I wanted to reflect the structure of the set in light and also create three dimensional structures of light that would work alongside the projection work of Frieder Weiss. The intense parallel beams that Sharpys are capable of were perfect for both these aspects of the production enabling me to ‘draw’ with them in the air. When used in this way they have a laser like quality but with more control. The movement is very fast and they are pretty accurate at maintaining precise positions and focus even when you’re hurling them around the stage at top speed. W ithin the overall structure of the lighting rig for King Kong they added a major scenic element built out of pure light.” To achieve what is almost a scenic element of meshed light beams, the Sharpys are positioned on booms either side of the stage, rigged on their side on Tri truss. Sixteen Sharpys per side perform a very specific function throughout the show with their narrow beams not only creating grid effects across the stage but also simulating gunfire.
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For general lighting Mumford chose to use 39 Clay Paky Alpha Profile 700 fixtures, which supply the general back and side light for the show and the vehicles for gobo projection and aerial effects. All lighting was supplied by PRG.



Some of the most striking scenes, such as when Ann is offered as a sacrifice to Kong and also when Kong is shot down from the Empire State Building, rely on ingenious use of the Sharpys. “The Sharpys are extremely reliable fixtures,” said Lighting Crew Chief on the show, Ben Meadows. “The grid effect is used in the opening number where programmer Victoria Brennan created a 3D grid using a red Styrofoam ball. We would hold the ball up at 1.5 metres, 3 metres, 4.5 metres and six metres and focus every Sharpy to each of those specific spots in the air. In the opening number every Sharpy on the booms is concentrated onto one spot stage left. It’s a really good effect, it looks amazing. We also have fourteen Sharpys recessed into the forestage with a grill above them, which are used to assist in making the lightweb as they punch through the grill.” But Mumford’s imagination went further, and in a number of scenes, seven Art Deco inspired footlights flip up at the front of the stage to reveal Sharpys under four of them. Meadows elaborates: “Just four units create a really nice, soft and even footlight effect. Also because they are so compact in size they easily fit into what is a relatively small space downstage.”
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“W ith 240 moving lights in the rig, I have to try to make sure every unit can do as much as possible and is not restricted by space, set or masking,” explained Mumford. “I like the Alpha Profiles very much. They are extremely versatile and dynamic in terms of the effects we can achieve.” Emmanuel Ziino, Managing Director of Clay Paky’s Australian distributor, Show Technology, says: “Clay Paky has a strong well earned reputation for quality and innovation. Professionals are always happy to use Clay Paky products on any show knowing that performance will be guaranteed and reliability is a given.” Show organisers say they expect more than 50,000 people to see King Kong, which is showing at The Regent Theatre, Melbourne.
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